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Introduction 
 
Simulation and analysis of vehicle performance is essential for design of a new launch vehicle 
system.  It is more and more demand to have an integrated, highly efficient, robust simulation 
tool with graphical user interface (GUI) for vehicle performance and simulations.  The objectives 
of this project are to integrate and develop launch vehicle simulation and analysis tools in 
MATLAB/Simulink under PC Platform [2, 3], to develop a vehicle capable of being launched on 
a Delta-IV Heavy Launch Vehicle which can land on the moon with the goal of pre-implanting 
cargo for a new lunar mission, also with the capability of selecting other launch vehicles that are 
capable of inserting a payload into Trans-Lunar Injection (TLI). 
 
The vehicle flight simulation software, MAVERIC-II (Marshall Aerospace VEhicle 
Representation In ‘C’), developed by Marshall Space Flight Center was selected as a starting 
point for integration of simulation/analysis tools [1].  The goals are to convert MAVERIC-II 
from UNIX to PC platform and build input/output GUI’s in the MATLAB environment, and then 
integrate them under MATLAB/Simulink with other modules.  Currently, MAVERIC-II has 
been successfully converted from UNIX to PC using Microsoft Services for UNIX subsystem on 
PC.  Input/Output GUI’s have been done for some key input/output files.  Calling MAVERIC-II 
from Simulink has been tested. 
 
Details regarding Lunar Cargo Lander Design are described in Part 2/2 of the paper on page X-1. 
 
Roadmap to the Launch Vehicle Simulation (LVSim) 
 
The possible modules for integration using MATLAB/Simulink with GUI for parameter inputs 
and outputs are shown in Figure 1.   
 
Figure 1: Integration of Launch Vehicle Simulation Tools 
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The optimal goal is to have all separate modules such as propulsion, GNC (guidance, navigation, 
and control), thermal, CDH (command & data handling), telecommunication, power, payload, 
and other modules, developed in MATLAB/Simulink and then integrate with input/output 
graphical user interface.  Currently, propulsion module has been developed by the Transportation 
Directorate in Marshall Space Flight Center.  MAVERIC-II, which was also developed by the 
Transportation Directorate, is mainly command-line simulation software that includes many 
modules that are available for integration.  Therefore, conversion of MAVERIC-II to PC 
becomes the first step of this project.  Next will be integrating propulsion module with 
MAVERIC-II.  After that, other modules will need to be developed or extracted from 
MAVERIC-II to make the whole package as native MATLAB/Simulink software. 
 
Conversion of MAVERIC-II to PC 
 
MAVERIC-II is a UNIX-based ANSI C 3- or 6-DOF Vehicle Flight Simulation Program.  It can 
accommodate any vehicle configuration and flight phases.  The main numerical integration 
engine is the TFrames software.  It has become one of NASA’s primary tools for simulating 
space transportation vehicle designs.  The source codes of MAVERIC-II consist of 87 program 
files (77 C, 2 C++, and 8 FORTRAN) and 152 user-defined header files [4,5].  Figure 2 shows a 
screen shot of MAVERIC-II data screen. 
 
 
Figure 2: MAVERIC-II Data Screen 
 
Since UNIX environment and PC Windows environment are completely different, the authors 
tried to use different approaches for conversion.  MinGW 3.1 was first selected as a compilation 
tool which includes GNU C and FORTRAN compilers.  However, the standard libraries and 
header files in MinGW are different from those on UNIX.  Therefore, compilation was not 
successful.  Cygwin was installed to emulate the UNIX environment on top of MinGW during 
the next try.  Some head files are still not quite compatible.  Finally, Microsoft Services for 
UNIX (SFU) 3.5 was selected as a subsystem on PC [6, 7].  The SFU is an interoperability 
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designed to streamline interaction between the Windows Server 2003 Family, Windows XP 
Professional and the Windows 2000 Family of operating systems and UNIX or Linux systems in 
heterogeneous networks.  The Interix SDK that comes with SFU provides support for UNIX 
threaded applications and updated UNIX utilities and APIs. 
 
With some changes on the MAVERIC-II source codes, all MAVERIC-II source codes were 
recompiled, linked, and run on PC under Windows XP Professional with SFU installed.  Since 
the standard ASCII text file format on UNIX and PC are different, the source codes for input 
from a data file had to be modified.  The comparisons of computation speed for MAVERIC-II to 
run on UNIX via Telnet and PC standalone are shown in Figure 3.   
 
 1st Menu 
Case 
Selection 
Popup Data 
Screen 
1st Run up to 
165.17 sec. w/ 
1 sec. refresh 
Continue Run 
up to 
437.3695 sec. 
MAVERIC on 
UNIX using 
Telnet 
Immediate 1 sec. 15 sec. 18 sec. 
MAVERIC on 
PC standalone 
Immediate 1 sec. 12 sec. 17 sec. 
MAVERIC on 
PC under 
MATLAB/ 
Simulink 
Immediate 1 sec. 12 sec. 18 sec. 
 
Figure 3: Calculation Speed Comparisons 
 
At the time of testing, MAVERIC-II was running on DEC ALPHA with eight 560MHz 
processors under Compaq Tru64 UNIX v5.1 operating system and Pentium 4 3.06GHz laptop 
with 512MB memory.  The testing results will vary depending on the machines. 
   
Input/Output GUI 
 
Input and output graphical-user-interface for key data files has been developed.  These GUIs can 
be standalone or integrated together in MATLAB/Simulink environment.  These GUI modules 
will create exactly the same data files for MAVERIC-II setup and configuration.  User can read 
in existing data and perform modifications.  Figure 4 shows an example of input GUI for 
configuration file and its data file.  
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Figure 4: Example Input for Configuration and Data File 
 
Since output data from MAVERIC-II are basically multiple columns data for different sets of 
output variables.  An output GUI was developed to read a certain output data file.  It will extract 
the header of the data file and allow user to select different variables to plot against each other.  
Figure 5 shows an example of output GUI and its data file. 
 
    
 
Figure 5:  Example Output GUI and Data File 
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Conclusions 
s a result of this project, key input GUI modules for input data files were developed under 
learly, Microsoft Services for UNIX has great advantages in migrating from UNIX to PC.  It 
uture works that lead to final integration include testing MAVERIC-II on other PCs, linking 
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